
Tennessee Valley Authority, Post Office Box 2000, Spring City, Tennessee 37381

AUG 2 1 1995

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

In the Matter of the Application of ) Docket Nos. 50-390
Tennessee Valley Authority ) 50-391

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN) - CORRECTION TO THERMO-LAG 770-1 FIRE
ENDURANCE TESTING TEST REPORTS SUBMITTED ON MARCH 29, 1995

The purpose of this letter is to provide updated replacement pages
for Thermo-Lag 770-1 fire endurance test reports submitted on
March 29, 1995. Minor errors were made during preparation of the
test reports. The changes do not impact the test results and are
being provided for accuracy. Please insert the enclosed pages in
test report numbers 11960-97553 and 11960-97555, and remove the old
pages.

There are no commitments contained in this submittal. If you have any
qu eitons, please contact Mr. P. L. Pace at (615)365-1824.

Sit eey

Nuclear Assurance
and Licensing Manager (Acting)

Enclosure
cc: See page 2
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NRC Resident Inspector
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
Rt. 2, Box 700
Spring City, Tennessee 37381

Mr. P. S. Tam, Senior Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323
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exposed face of the specimen to ensure an even temperature at the surface of the
specimen. Windows are located on two sides of the furnace to allow observation of
the specimen during fire exposure. The depth of the furnace is variable, being
increased to the desired amount by the addition of concrete blocks around the
perimeter ledge. These blocks are lined with ceramic fiber blanket to minimize
the heat loss from the furnace and to decrease the time required for the furnace
walls to heat up. For these tests, the walls are built up from their normal height
of 40 in. to a total height of slightly over 79 in. from the furnace floor to the top of
the ledge.

The fire test is controlled according to the standard time-temperature curve, as
indicated by the average temperature obtained from the readings of the furnace
interior thermocouples symmetrically located across the specimen, 12 in. away.
The thermocouples are enclosed in protection tubes of such material and
dimensions that the time constant of the thermocouple assembly lies between 5.0
and 7.2 minutes, as required by the E 119 standard. The furnace temperature
during a test is controlled such that the area under the time-temperature curve is
within 5% of the corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve
for the three hour test period.

The furnace pressure is controlled to be as nearly neutral with respect to the
surrounding laboratory atmosphere as possible, measured at the vertical mid-
height of the test specimen. Adjusting the neutral plane at that position results in
a nominal +0.015 in. WC pressure at the top of the specimen (under the surface of
the deck) and -0.015 in. WC pressure at the bottom of the specimen.

TERMOCOUPLES

Temperatures on the interior of the fire protected systems were measured with
Type K, 24 gauge, Chromel-Alumel electrically welded thermocouples formed
from Chromel and Alumel wires of "special limits of error (±1.10 C)," and covered
with Teflon® PFA insulation. The Teflon® insulation material begins to break
down at temperatures above 500'F. Temperature readings above 500'F can not be
guaranteed as accurate since the thermocouple conductors may no longer be
adequately separated.

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

The outputs of the test article thermocouples and furnace probes are monitored by
a total of three data acquisition systems consisting of: 1) a John Fluke Mfg. Co.,
Model HELIOS 2289A Computer Front End, a John Fluke Mfg. Co., Model
HELIOS 2281A Extender Chassis, and an Apple Computer Co., Macintosh
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Thermo-Lage 75 High Temperature Fabric Reinforcement

Thermo-Lage 75 High Temperature Fabric Reinforcement was supplied by TSI,
St. Louis, MO. It was a sized Leno style woven carbon fiber fabric, with 15
openings per square inch. The fabric weight ranges from 105 + 12 grams per
square meter. It is supplied circa 42" wide rolls.

Other Materials

Materials used in conjunction with Thermo-Lage 330-1 components, but
furnished by other vendors to TVA as commercial grade products included; 0.5 in
x 0.020 in. stainless steel bands, 16 GA type 304 stainless steel annealed tie wire,
stainless steel external stress skin (ASTM E437 type 304, plain weave, 8 x 8 square
wire cloth, 0.017 in. wire diameter), 1/2 in. Arrow staples, Dayton 6Z063 (1/2 in.
crown x 1 in. length) staples and Stanley/Bostitch BSC 1099 (1 in. crown x 1 in.
length) staples.

All Thermo-Lage materials were measured, cut and installed onto the respective
test assembly by Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) craft personnel (insulators)
using TVA procedures and specifications. The phases of installation and
inspection were under direct supervision of TVA engineers.

TEST ITEM (CABLE TRAYS AND CONDUITS)

Each of the cable trays were assembled into an "L-shaped" configuration having a
horizontal dimension of 112 in. and a vertical dimension of 76 in. Each vertical
leg transitioned through the upper steel deck into a zero-radius 90° bend formed
by adjustable splice plates and extended straight out the front deck wall. The
distance from the bottom of the trays to the top of the support angle measured 36
in. The distance from the inside surface of the front deck wall to the back side of
each vertical tray leg was 70 in. The 24 in. wide cable tray assembly was installed
in the left-most portion of the test deck and the 12 in. cable tray assembly was
installed near the center of the test deck. An air drop transitioned from a 2 in.
steel conduit stub passing through the upper steel deck into the left side of the 24
in. cable tray, near the front deck wall.

Each of the conduit assemblies were assembled into an "L-shaped" configuration
having a horizontal dimension of 112 in. and a vertical dimension of 76 in. Each
vertical leg transitioned through the upper steel deck into an iron condulet LB and
extended straight out the front deck wall. The distance from the bottom of the
conduits to the top of the support system measured 36 in. The distance from the
inside surface of the front deck wall to the back side of each vertical conduit leg
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To begin the upgrade, the cable tray 900 bend was covered first. The Thermo-Lage
770-1 mat was cut based on a pattern and the actual dimensions of the reinforced
exterior Thermo-Lage 330-1. A liberal coat of Thermo-Lage 770-1 Trowel Grade
was then applied to the area of the 900 bend to be upgraded, and the inside surface
of the Thermo-Lage 770-1 mat to be installed. The pre-cut section of Thermo-Lage
770-1 mat was installed over the wet trowel grade. Staples (1 in. long) were used
as necessary to ensure the mat was in contact with the baseline material.
Thermo-Lage 770-1 Mat was then cut to fit the straight run of cable tray. A liberal
coat of Thermo-Lage 770-1 Trowel Grade ,was then applied to the area of the
straight run of cable tray to be upgraded, and the inside surface of the Thermo-
Lag' 770-1 mat to be installed. The mat was installed around the cable tray with a
minimum 3-in. overlap , and all excess mat was cut away. Staples (1 in. long)
were used as necessary to ensure the mat was in contact with the baseline
material. The seams were butted together between sheets of Thermo-Lage 770-1
mat with a minimum 6-in. wrap of Thermo-Lage 75 High Temperature Fabric
Reinforcement over the seam location. Tie wires were then installed with a
maximum 6 in. spacing as measured on the outside of the tray 900. Thermo-Lage
770-1 Mat was then cut to fit around the cable tray support. A liberal coat of
Thermo-Lage 770-1 Trowel Grade was then applied to the area of the cable tray
support to be upgraded, and the inside surface of the Thermo-Lage 770-1 mat to be
installed. The Thermo-Lage 770-1 Mat was wrapped around the support and
overlapped. Staples (1 in. long) were used as necessary to ensure the mat was in
contact with the baseline material. In the raceway/support interface area, the
blanket material overlaps were alternating. Tie wires were then installed with a
maximum 6 in. spacing as measured on the outside of the supports. This
completed the first layer on the raceway and its associated support system.

The second layer Thermo-Lage 770-1 mat was installed in the same manner as
the first. All of the overlaps and material seams were staggered between layers.

Conduit/Support Upgrade

The conduit and support upgrades are interrelated. The Thermo-Lago 770-1 mat
was always installed on the raceway first, then on the support for each layer.
This method of installation formed an overlapping interlock between the layers.

To begin the upgrade on the condulet LB boxes, the Thermo-Lage 770-1 mat was
cut following established patterns. A liberal coat of Thermo-Lage 770-1 Trowel
Grade was then applied to the area to be upgraded, and the inside surface of the
Thermo-Lag® 770-1 mat to be installed. The pre-cut section was installed in the
wet trowel grade. Staples (1 in. long) were used as necessary to ensure the mat
was in contact with the baseline material. Tie wires were then installed with a
maximum 6 in. spacing as measured on the outside of the conduits. A liberal
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exposed face of the specimen to ensure an even temperature at the surface of the
specimen. Windows are located on two sides of the furnace to allow observation of
the specimen during fire exposure. The depth of the furnace is variable, being
increased to the desired amount by the addition of concrete blocks around the
perimeter ledge. These blocks are lined with ceramic fiber blanket to minimize
the heat loss from the furnace and to decrease the time required for the furnace
walls to heat up. For these tests, the walls are built up from their normal height
of 40 in. to a total height of slightly over 79 in. from the furnace floor to the top of
the ledge.

The fire test is controlled according to the standard time-temperature curve, as
indicated by the average temperature obtained from the readings of the furnace
interior thermocouples symmetrically located across the specimen, 12 in. away.
The thermocouples are enclosed in protection tubes of such material and
dimensions that the time constant of the thermocouple assembly lies between 5.0
and 7.2 minutes, as required by the E 119 standard. The furnace temperature
during a test is controlled such that the area under the time-temperature curve is
within 5% of the corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve
for the three hour test period.

The furnace pressure is controlled to be as nearly neutral with respect to the
surrounding laboratory atmosphere as possible, measured at the vertical mid-
height of the test specimen. Adjusting the neutral plane at that position results in
a nominal +0.015 in. WC pressure at the top of the specimen (under the surface of
the deck) and -0.015 in. WC pressure at the bottom of the specimen.

TEREMOCOUPLES

Temperatures on the interior of the fire protected systems were measured with
Type K, 24 gauge, Chromel-Alumel electrically welded thermocouples formed
from Chromel and Alumel wires of "special limits of error (±1.10C)," and covered
with Teflon® PFA insulation. The Teflon® insulation material begins to break
down at temperatures above 500'F. Temperature readings above 500'F can not be
guaranteed as accurate since the thermocouple conductors may no longer be
adequately separated.

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

The outputs of the test article thermocouples and furnace probes are monitored by
a total of three data acquisition systems consisting of: 1) a John Fluke Mfg. Co.,
Model HELIOS 2289A Computer Front End, a John Fluke Mfg. Co., Model
HELIOS 2281A Extender Chassis, and an Apple Computer Co., Macintosh
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Other Materials

Materials used in conjunction with Thermo-Lage 330-1 components, but
furnished by other vendors to TVA as commercial grade products included; 0.5 in
x 0.020 in. stainless steel bands, 16 GA type 304 stainless steel annealed tie wire,
stainless steel external stress skin (ASTM E437 type 304, plain weave, 8 x 8 square
wire cloth, 0.017 in. wire diameter), 1/2 in. Arrow staples, Dayton 6Z063 (1/2 in.
crown x 1 in. length) staples and Stanley/Bostitch BSC 1099 (1 in. crown x 1 in.
length) staples.

All Thermo-Lage materials were measured, cut and installed onto the respective
test assembly by Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) craft personnel (insulators)
using TVA procedures and specifications. The phases of installation and
inspection were under direct supervision of TVA engineers.

TEST ITEM (CABLE TRAYS AND JUNCTION BOX)

Each of the cable trays were assembled into an "L-shaped" configuration having a
horizontal dimension of 112 in. and a vertical dimension of 76 in. Each vertical
leg transitioned through the upper steel deck into a zero-radius 900 bend formed
by adjustable splice plates and extended straight out the front deck wall. The

x~ distance from the bottom of the trays to the top of the support angle measured 36
in. The distance from the inside surface of the front deck wall to the back side of
each vertical tray leg was 70 in. The 24 in. wide cable tray assembly was installed
in the left-most portion of the test deck and the 12 in. cable tray assembly was
installed near the center of the test deck.

A hole in the steel deck was provided around each penetrating raceway section.
The perimeter of each hole was edged with 3 in. steel channel (flanges out). Each
blockout was sealed with Dow Corning 3-6548 RTV silicone foam material (after
installation of the fire barrier material onto the raceways). Internal seals were
similarly constructed at all locations where a raceway exited the test furnace
enclosure.

Both cable trays were supported and held in position by a single "trapeze" type
hanger using 3 in. steel channels bolted and welded together. The assembly
consisted of a single horizontal span of 3 in. steel channel traversing beneath the
two cable trays which was supported at three locations by vertical runs of 3 in.
steel channel. The free ends of the vertical channels were attached to 6 in. long
sections of 4 in. x 4 in. x 1/2 in. steel angle, by fillet welding the angle to the sides
of the channel. The angle sections were then attached to the 10 GA steel deck skin
using 1/2 in. threaded steel rod and nuts. The angle sections were separated from
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the deck skin with two layers of 2 in. thick calcium silicate board (Promat FireProtection, Inc., Promat-L Board). The hanger was mounted 38 in. from theouter-most side of the vertical tray sections.

The steel 12 in. high x 12 in. wide x 60 in. long junction box was suspended in theright-most portion of the test deck. The junction box was supported to the test deckwith 3 in. steel channel "trapeze" type hangers in a manner similar to the cabletrays. Two such supports were used to secure the junction box, one 12 in. in fromeach end of the box. The supports were fastened to the steel deck in a mannersimilar to the cable tray supports and were sized to place the bottom horizontalsurface of the junction box 36 in. below the surface of the deck insulation. Thehangers were 12 in. wide.

Drawings of the test items and supports are located in Appendix A: ConstructionDrawings.

THERMOCOUPLE PLACEMENT

In order to monitor temperatures in the interior of the raceways, bare #8 AWGstranded copper wire was instrumented with 24 gauge, Type K, Chromel-Alumelelectrically-welded thermocouples (Special Limits of Error: +1.1 0 C, purchasedwith lot traceability and calibration certifications) placed nominally every 6 in.along the length of wire. The thermocouples were attached to the bare #8 AWGstranded copper wire by placing the thermojunction in direct contact with the topsurface of the wire and crimping the junction to the copper wire with a copperBuchanan 2011S open-end splice cap fastened in place with a Buchanan C-24Dpres-SURE" tool. Wires instrumented as such were installed on the top surfaceof the cable tray rungs in both trays.

In order to get a realistic measurement of the temperatures on the cable tray siderails and junction box surfaces, similar thermocouples were positionednominally every 6 in. along the cable tray side rails and in every square foot ofjunction box surface area, being held in position by clamping under the head of a#8 x 32 x 1/4 in. long stainless steel round-head machine screw in a drilled andthreaded hole at each location. The thermocouple leads were run in the traycavity where possible and were routed out of the junction box along on of thevertical support members.

THERMO-LAG® MATERIALS INSTALLATION HIIGHLIGHTS

Thermo-Lag® materials were installed in accordance with Tennessee ValleyAuthority designs and procedures. Short abstracts of the installation are
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